For digitization of paper files via OCR, preservation of document contexts of single scanned images is a major requirement. Page stream segmentation (PSS) is the task to automatically separate a stream of scanned images into multi-page documents. This can be immensely helpful in the context of 'digital mailrooms' or retro-digitization of large paper archives. In a digitization project together with a German federal archive, we developed a novel PSS approach based on convolutional neural networks (CNN). Our approach combines image and text features to achieve optimal document separation results. Evaluation shows that our approach achieves accuracies up to 93 % which can be regarded as a new state-of-the-art for this task.
Introduction
For digitization of incoming mails in business contexts as well as for retro-digitizing archives, batch scanning of documents can be a major simplification of the processing workflow. In this scenario, scanned images of multipage documents arrive at a document management system as an ordered stream of single pages lacking information on document boundaries. Page stream segmentation (PSS) then is the task of dividing the continuous document stream into sequences of pages that represent single physical documents. 1 Applying a fully automated approach of document page segmentation can be favorable over manually separating and scanning documents especially in contexts of very large data sets which need to be separated . In a joint research project together with a German research archive, we supported the task of retro-digitization of a paper archive consisting of roughly one million pages (Isemann et al., 2014) . Earliest documents stem from 1911, latest from and 2010. The 1M pages were archived in roughly 20.000 binders. Binders were batch-scanned due to limited capacities for manual separation of individual documents. The long time range of archived material affects print and paper quality, shifts in content, layout standards, fonts and use of hand-written texts. All these circumstances pose severe challenges to OCR as well as to PSS. In this article, we introduce our approach to PSS based on convolutional neural networks (CNN). For the first time for this task, we combine textual and visual features into one network to achieve most-accurate results. The upcoming Section 2. elaborates on recent related work. In Section 3., we describe our dataset together with one reference dataset for this task. In Section 4., we introduce our approach of feature extraction from CNN-models on image data and text data, and how both are combined in one model for PSS. Section 5. presents evaluation results on the two datasets. 1 The task is also referred to as Document Flow Segmentation or Document Separation.
Related work
Page stream segmentation is related to a series of other tasks concerned with digital document management workflows. Table 1 gives an overview of recent related works. A common task is document image classification (DIC) in which typically visual features (pixels) are utilized to classify scanned document representations into categories such as "invoice", "letter", "certificate" etc. Category systems can become quite large and complex. (Gordo et al., 2013) summarize different approaches in one survey article about DIC and PSS. Both tasks can even be built on top of each other. perform PSS by analyzing class probability outputs from a previous DIC process. Pages from the stream are segmented when the DIC system yields changing class labels between consecutive page images. This approach can only be successful in case there are alternating types of documents in the sequential stream. Since this is often not the case, especially when document category sets are rather small, 2 there is a need for an alternative modeling approach to identify document boundaries explicitly. Such approaches are proposed in (Daher and Abdel, 2014) and (Agin et al., 2015) in which each individual image of the sequence is classified as either continuity of the same document (SD) or beginning of a new document (ND). For this binary classification, (Daher and Abdel, 2014) rely on textual features extracted from OCR-results and classify pages with Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP). (Agin et al., 2015) employ bag of visual words (BoVW) from scanned images and font information obtained from OCR as features. They further test the performance of three binary classifiers (SVM, Random Forest, and MLP) for the task. The recent state-of-the-art for DIC is achieved by , (Harley et al., 2015) and who employ Deep Learning with Convolutional Neural Networks to identify document classes. While the former two employ only visual features, the latter study uses both, visual and textual features. For this, class-specific key-terms are extracted from the OCR-ed training documents and highlighted with correspondingly colored boxes in the document images located at the specific word positions. Key-term positions are extracted from OCR metadata. Finally, a deep CNN is applied to learn document classes from document images augmented with highlighted text boxes. As mentioned earlier, only ) deals with multi-page documents in a way that they utilize DIC results to perform PSS indirectly. Hence, although they employ state-ofthe-art neural network technology for the problem posed in our project, the approaches are not directly applicable. Nonetheless, their work provides us a solid foundation for a new method to approach PSS directly as a binary classification task.
Datasets
We focus on two datasets for evaluation of our approach. First, we drew a sample from the German long-term research archive data for our experiments. About 40 % of the 1M pages of the archive have been merged to documents in an extensive manual effort done by human annotators. These manually merged documents serve as a ground truth for our experiments on automatic page stream segmentation. The randomly selected 100 manually annotated binders containing ordered streams of 22,741 pages. 80 of the selected binders with 17,376 pages were taken as a training set, 20 binders with 5095 pages were taken as test set. Scanned pages were resampled to a size of 224 x 244 pixels and color-converted to black and white with the OTSU binarization method (Otsu, 1979) . Additionally, text information was extracted by OCR from original document scans. In the following, we refer to this dataset as Archive22k.
To be more comparable to recent studies, we additionally run our classification process on the English Tobacco800 dataset (Lewis et al., 2006) . This rather small dataset is composed of 1,290 document images sampled from a very large corpus of documents released by tobacco companies due to a lawsuit in the U.S. It contains multi-page documents of different types (e.g. letters, reports, hand-written documents) and thus is well suited for evaluation of our task. Samples from the Tobacco dataset were also used in (Harley et al., 2015) and . Scanned images were OCR-ed to acquire additional text information for each page. In comparison, both datasets not only differ in language and size but also in internal heterogeneity of their content. The German dataset consists of a variety of document classes from a very long time frame. Most of the documents were archived between the mid-1960's and 2010. Due to this, OCR-quality, document lengths, layout standards as well as used fonts differ widely. Both datasets have in common that they are thematically located within a rather narrow domain (tobacco industry; mining engineering). Nonetheless, due to the different nature of contents, we expect different suitability of textual and visual features for PSS.
Proposed approach
Analogue to (Daher and Abdel, 2014 ) and (Agin et al., 2015) , we approach PSS as a binary classification task on single pages from a data stream. Pages are classified in either continuity of the same document (SD) or beginning of a new document (ND). For classification, we extract both, textual and visual features from images and corresponding OCR-results. As baseline classifier, we utilize a linear SVM which we also employ in a process to engineer discriminative text features for this task. For this first step, we rely on SVM because it is computationally much more efficient that neural network architectures and has been proven as a suitable classifier in the two mentioned previous PSS studies. For our new approach, we first utilize two different CNNs to create features for binary classification into either SD or ND based on textual data (4.1.) and image data (4.2.). In a third step, features generated by both nets are combined in one MLP for a final classification decision.
PSS on text features
We extract four types of features from the OCR-ed text data of the single pages. First, page texts were tokenized and stemmed. We further replaced numbers by "#"-signs and pruned types from the vocabulary which occurred less than 3 times (Tobacco), resp. 10 times (Archive22k). This resulted in frequency counts of 6,849, resp. 18917 unigram features per page. As a second type of features, we inferred topic proportions from an LDA topic model for each page. Following a method proposed by (Phan et al., 2011) , we computed a model with K = 50 (Tobacco), resp. K = 100 (Archive22k) topics based on page contents as input 'documents' for the algorithm. For each page p, we then took the resulting topic-document distribution θ p from the model's posterior after 500 iterations of Gibbs Sampling as an additional feature vector of length K. LDA topic features are appended the previously extracted unigram feature vector. Since we expect documents to consist of coherent topic structures, we measure the difference between topic distributions θ p and θ p+1 of consecutive pages as a third feature type. We utilize two measures, Cosine distance and Hellinger distance, to create two additional features. Distance values near zero indicate a high similarity of topic composition compared to the previous page. Values near one indicate a significant change of topic composition which might represent the beginning of a new document. As a last feature type, we add features extracted in the previous three steps belonging to the predecessor page to each current page. Feature IDs from a previous page are concatenated with a prefix 'PREV#' to not to be confused with features from the current page. With this information, any classifier has not only the information about characteristics of the current page to decide on, but also may learn from information provided by the previous page. The performance of SVM classification to determine for each page whether it is the beginning of a new document or the continuation of the current document is tested in different steps. In each step, one of the four just introduced feature types is added to the feature set.
Step-wise addition of the feature types to the linear SVM allows controlling what each type effectively provides as discriminative information to the process. For our new approach, we implemented a text classifier based on convolutional neural networks (CNN). (Kim, 2014) proposed a CNN-architecture which achieved very high performance in sentiment classification tasks. We adopted a slightly simpler version of that network architecture by relying on only one kernel size instead of combining convolution layers with three different kernel sizes. The network starts with an embedding layer with 300 dimensions, followed by a convolution layer with 350 filters and a kernel size of 3. On the resulting convolution filters, global max pooling is applied, followed by a dense layer of 256 neurons with "ReLU" activation, a dropout layer (dr = .5) and a final prediction layer for the binary class (sigmoid activation). Learning for this network was performed using word unigram sequences padded/cut to the first 300 words of each page as features. To fit the model, we used RMSProp optimization with a learning rate of 0.0002 and minibatches of size 32.
PSS on visual features
Following the works of and , we use a very deep CNN architecture to classify scanned pages. We employ a network of 16 weight layers with very small convolution filters (3 × 3) proposed by (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014 ) (VGG16). The network weights are initialized by a model pre-trained on the 'imagenet' dataset usually compiled for object recognition tasks. Earlier work has shown that pre-trained imagenet weights, although not specifically trained for the task of DIC or PSS, can significantly improve classification results for small datasets (Harley et al., 2015) . To allow the network to adapt to our specific data and classification task, we applied a common technique of finetuning a pre-trained model. We removed the final prediction layer and flattened the output of the last fully connected layer. We further fixate layer weights from the original model and added new trainable, fully connected layer with 256 units and dropout regularization (dr = .5), and a new final prediction layer for our binary classification task. Learning for this network was performed on the 224 × 224 binarized document images. To fit the model, we used the Adam optimizer with a small learning rate (lr = 0.0001) and mini-batches of size 32.
Combining text and image features
Each of the two previously introduced CNNs are capable of classifying pages into either SD or ND on their own. But, since different information is utilized in each approach, we expect a performance gain from combining textual and visual features. For this, we modify the two previously introduced models in the same way. First, each model is trained on the training set and evaluated on the test set. Then, we remove the final prediction layer from each model. In a next step, each example from the training and test data is fed into the network again, to receive prediction values from the last fully connected layer of the pruned network. The predicted weights from these last layers can be interpreted as a new feature vector for each data instance which encode dimensionality-reduced information from text and images.
From the text-based CNN, we receive feature vectors of 256 dimensions for each page. Additionally, we add the K inferred topic proportion features and the two topic distance features. Since text features from predecessor pages proved to be useful in SVM baseline classification (for the Archive22k dataset), we concatenated a feature sequence of the current page with its two predecessor pages to a text feature vector of 3 × (256 + K + 2) dimensions. Together with the 256 image features from the image-based CNN, we receive a final vector of 1180 (Tobacco), resp. 1330 (Archive22k) dimensions combining visual and textual features for each page.
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The combined feature vectors are fed into a new MLP network consisting of 256 fully connected nodes with "ReLU" activation and l2-regularization (f actor = 0.01), followed by dropout regularization (dr = .5) and a final, fully connected prediction layer with sigmoid activation. Learning is performed using the Adam optimizer (lr = 0.0005) and a batch size of 16. Table 2 displays the results of the different models for PSS on our two investigated data sets. Performance is measured by accuracy of correctly identifying the beginning of a new document vs. continuity of the same document. Since the distribution of both classes is fairly uneven due to the multipage character of the data, we additionally use kappa statistics to report a chance-corrected agreement between human annotations and machine classification. We can observe that document boundaries in the German archive data can be identified better with textual features than with visual features. For the U.S. Tobacco dataset, it is the other way around. For both datasets, accuracy and kappa statistics improve significantly when both feature types are combined. Achieving accuracy values above 91 % on the Tobacco800 dataset with an architecture combining features generated by deep convolutional neural networks can be regarded as a new state-of-the-art result for page stream segmentation.
Evaluation

Conclusion
We presented a new approach for page stream segmentation based on binary classification. Our approach combines two convolutional neural networks to create features from image and text data which are used as input for a third MLP network. Our approach achieves very high accuracy for the task to identify the beginning of a new document in an ordered flow of scanned document pages. Accuracy above 91 % for the Tobacco800 dataset which has been used in previous studies on this task and accuracy of 93 % on our own dataset prove that combination of both feature types significantly improves PSS. Our results can be regarded as a new state-of-the-art for this task.
